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Background {#se0155}
==========

Impact craters are observed on every solid body of the solar system and drive the landscape evolution on many planetary surfaces. Their number, spatial density and shape hold key clues to planetary landscapes evolution \[[@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0020]\].

The most common use of impact craters statistics is the analysis of their size-frequency distribution to study the exposure age of a planetary surface to meteoritic bombardment \[[@bib0025], [@bib0030], [@bib0035]\]. Thanks to the Apollo sample-return missions, a correlation has been established between the crater size-frequency distribution of lunar geological units and ages provided by radiometric dating \[[@bib0035],[@bib0040]\]. Since then, we can attribute an absolute model age to planetary surfaces based on their crater size-frequency distribution \[[@bib0040]\]. However, the number of craters visible on a planetary surface can be affected by other parameters. Several studies investigated how crater size-frequency distributions were affected by phenomena such as resurfacing events by surfaces processes \[[@bib0045], [@bib0050], [@bib0055], [@bib0060]\] or how the presence of a thick atmosphere modified the number of small craters \[[@bib0065]\]. Investigating these processes requires more complex models and thus complementary observations of crater shapes and densities.

Craters morphometry analysis is widely used, as parameters describing the shape and geometry of craters are affected by a wide range of phenomena \[[@bib0070],[@bib0015],[@bib0075],[@bib0080]\]. First, the shape of the craters depends on impact dynamics. In cases of strength-dominated impacts, craters feature simple bowl-shape while in cases of gravity-dominated impacts, complex craters with a central peak are observed \[[@bib0015]\]. The target properties also play a role in the initial crater shape \[[@bib0070],[@bib0085], [@bib0090], [@bib0095]\].

The observed shape of an impact crater not only depends on its formation conditions but also on its evolution. A wide range of surface processes affects the morphometry of craters. Among those processes, we can include sedimentary cycles (e.g. \[[@bib0060],[@bib0100]\]), lava flows and degradation by new craters (e.g. \[[@bib0105],[@bib0110]\]). Analyzing crater modification from their pristine shape is a way to probe the geological history of the crater vicinity.

Observation of degradation states of craters demonstrate that Noachian craters were highly degraded while Hesperian craters were less modified and Amazonian craters were rarely modified (e.g. \[[@bib0100],[@bib0115]\]). To quantify crater degradation processes, the ratio between the crater depth and its diameter is widely used \[[@bib0070],[@bib0120], [@bib0125], [@bib0130], [@bib0135], [@bib0140], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155]\]. Assuming the initial depth of a crater, its observed depth to diameter ratio depends on age and obliteration rate, as the crater is filled by deposits and the rims are eroded \[[@bib0160]\].

Studies of Martian craters morphometry have already been conducted. Some provide scaling laws between depth and diameter for fresh craters (\[[@bib0165]\] and therein), while other focus on crater degradation with time \[[@bib0160],[@bib0170],[@bib0175]\]. However, those studies often rely on a restricted number of craters or mainly focus on large craters. Robbins and Hynek \[[@bib0135]\] database provide crater depth for Martian craters with a diameter larger than 3 km. With the growth of high-resolution imagery, below 10 m/pixel, it becomes now possible to study the dynamics and degradation of small impact craters on Mars (smaller than 100 m). In this diameter range, target properties may affect the initial crater/depth ratio \[[@bib0015],[@bib0070],[@bib0140]\]. This diameter range also covers many secondary craters which are generally shallower than primaries \[[@bib0130],[@bib0180]\]. The increasing coverage of Martian surface by the Context Camera (CTX) images from The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter mission (MRO) makes it possible to massively compute digital terrain models (DEM) using stereo-photogrammetry. Thousands of CTX DEMs are now available or computable for analyzing Martian small craters morphometry \[[@bib0185]\].

In their review of crater depth measurements, Robbins et al. \[[@bib0165]\] recommend avoiding unsupervised depth determination algorithms. For instance, automatic craters mapping programs detect circular depressions on DEM and give depth measurements \[[@bib0140]\], but those methods miss the shallowest craters. On the other hand, manual extraction of individual crater morphometry is time-consuming. Semi-automated depth measurements seem to be a good compromise between the two approaches.

Here we present a semi-automatic algorithm for measuring crater depths on a DEM. Crater depths are measured as the difference between the high 60^th^ percentile value of elevations on the edge of the crater and the low 3^rd^ percentile value of elevations within the crater. We describe the algorithm and the used imagery, which allows to rapidly produce large datasets of crater depth. We calibrated the parameters of the method by comparing produced depths with measurements made at higher spatial resolution. This comparison also provides error estimates on our measured depth. Quantification of the error allows a more robust exploitation of crater statistics with the kernel density estimation, providing continuous depth or diameter distributions.

Imagery datasets and processing {#sec0005}
===============================

Mars surface elevation is described by various elevation datasets. First, a global model was produced by Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter (MOLA) onboard Mars Global Surveyor (MGS). Elevations from MOLA have been converted into a global DEM with a spatial resolution (*Rs*) of 463 m/pixel \[[@bib0190]\]. Other Martian DEMs are produced by stereo-photogrammetry, from two images taken from different observation angles, and are aligned on MOLA data.

Mainly three instruments are used to perform stereo-photogrammetry on Mars. The High Resolution Stereo Camera (HRSC) onboard Mars Express (*Rs* = 12--25 m/pixel) \[[@bib0195],[@bib0200]\], CTX onboard MRO (*Rs* = 6 m/pixel) \[[@bib0205],[@bib0210]\] and HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment) also onboard MRO mission (*Rs* = 50 or 25 cm/pixel) \[[@bib0215],[@bib0220]\].

The increasing coverage of Mars by visible imagery allows creating DEMs by stereo-photogrammetry with a better spatial resolution than MOLA. The calculated DEMs have at best the spatial resolution of the used images. The vertical resolution (*Rv*) of the DEM is not precisely determined but is expected to be around ¼ of the horizontal resolution of the images used for the stereo-photogrammetry \[[@bib0225]\]. The use of CTX and HiRISE stereo-photogrammetry data has been recommended to study crater morphometry, even for large craters, as the precision of these data is better than Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data \[[@bib0230]\].

All the management of images: images download, calibration, map-projection, DEM and ortho-images calculation have been performed thanks to the MarsSI application. The MarsSI application uses the AMES stereo-pipeline \[[@bib0225]\] to produce CTX or HiRISE DEMs and associated ortho-images on demand \[[@bib0185]\]. MarsSI produces DEMs with generic parameters, this allows easier and faster production of DEMs. However, computed products may contain more noise than a manually calibrated DEM. In order to quantify the coverages, we computed global coverages of the various data-set using MarsSI footprints.

Despite being the highest spatial resolution, HiRISE data suffers very low spatial coverage (˜4% of image coverage and ˜0.3% of stereo-coverage). CTX images offer a very good trade-off between coverage and resolution with a resolution allowing to assess the morphometry of craters down to 50 m of diameter and a coverage large enough to provide sufficient crater statistics (almost 100% of image coverage and ˜17% of stereo-coverage). To better explore the ever larger CTX dataset, we propose a semi-automated depth measurements workflow, with a manual crater mapping a CTX image and an automatic rim to floor depth extraction from an aligned DEM.

In order to design and calibrate our automatic measurements and assess the precision of our depth measurements, we performed manual crater rim to floor depth measurements using HiRISE DTMs and orthoimages, as this data-set has a higher spatial resolution and precision than CTX data set.

Description of the semi-automatic pipeline {#sec0010}
==========================================

Manual crater mapping on CTX images {#sec0015}
-----------------------------------

The fact that Ames stereo-pipeline provides a DEM perfectly aligned with an ortho-image is crucial. Visible imagery allows precise and rapid mapping of craters, even of the most degraded ones. With a crater map aligned with the DEM, it is possible to extract elevation information within and around the crater in order to measure depth.

We perform crater mapping on the CTX ortho-images under GIS environment (QGIS). Each crater is represented by a circle manually drawn from 2 points on opposite sides of the rim and stored as a polygon shapefile. [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the mapping approach. This method may not be the most precise as it introduces an error on non-circular craters and craters with degraded rims \[[@bib0235]\]. However, the mapping is rapid and similar to the one proposed by the CraterTools extension of ArcGIS, a widely used tool in planetary science \[[@bib0240]\].Fig. 1The crater (red circle) is mapped on a CTX stereo-image (A). Depth is measured from the associated CTX DEM (B). (C) and (D) are close-ups on the crater edge. (C) illustrates how the pixels elevation values are weighted according to the intersecting area with the crater resulting in a weighted histogram (C'). (D) illustrates how the pixels representing the rim are selected, from those pixel values, the 60^th^ percentile of elevation is computed (D').Fig. 1

Description of the automatic pipeline {#sec0020}
-------------------------------------

We provide aside this paper a code written in python. From a craters map saved as a shapefile and an associated DEM in the same projection system, this program computes depth for each crater and adds it, as a new attribute, to the shapefile. This section describes the algorithm used to measure depth.

The elevation of the floor of the crater can simply be estimated by the minimum elevation within the crater. However, DEMs may contain artifacts both of natural origin (subsequent craters on the floor) or artificial origin (DEM computation errors). To better assess the deepest point of the initial crater, we choose to use a low percentile. For each crater, we extract the elevation values of each pixel within the circle. Those elevation values are weighted by the area of the surface of the pixel included within the circle. From these elevations and weights, we compute a histogram and extract percentiles values ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}C).

The rim elevation is more difficult to estimate. Indeed, the rim can be unequally degraded, by surface processes and/or affected by younger impact craters. In order to consider this bias, we not only compute the median elevation value of the pixels touching the edge of the crater, but also higher percentiles value of those values. The provided code computes crater depth as the difference between the 60^th^ percentile of elevation values on the edge of the crater and the 3^rd^ percentile value of the elevations within the crater according the tests we present in the following section.

Parametrization {#sec0025}
===============

Creation of the test dataset {#sec0030}
----------------------------

In order to design and calibrate our automatic measurements and assess the precision of our depth measurements, we performed manual crater rim to floor depth measurements using HiRISE DTMs and orthoimages, as this data-set has a higher spatial resolution than CTX data set. Our calibration set is composed of 182 craters depth measurements at HiRISE scale where HiRISE and CTX DEM were overlapping. [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} lists the used images. [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} is a histogram of diameters and depth of the test sample, the size frequency distribution follows a power law, which is representative of a classic crater database \[[@bib0245]\].Table 1list of the used images for the test set.Table 1Site IDHiRISE orthoimagesDEM sourceCTX orthoimages MarsSI and AMESNumber of craters1PSP_001782_1655AMES stereo-pipelineP02_001782_1657_XI_14S321W10PSP_002204_1655P03_002204_1657_XI_14S321W2ESP_011365_1365HiRISE DEM TeamB04_011365_1364_XN_43S239W19ESP_011642_1365B05_011642_1364_XN_43S239W3ESP_017417_1655AMES stereo-pipelineB19_016916_1654_XN_14S230W48ESP_016916_1655B20_017417_1657_XN_14S230W4ESP_013213_1705AMES stereo-pipelineJ04_046377_1728_XN_07S296W34ESP_013635_1705J05_046588_1709_XN_09S296W5ESP_024222_1590AMES stereo-pipelineG15_024222_1590_XN_21S252W34ESP_024723_1590G17_024723_1590_XN_21S253W6ESP_019346_1690HiRISE DEM TeamG05_020190_1689_XN_11S334W5ESP_020190_1690G03_019346_1689_XN_11S334W7ESP_025174_1660 ESP_028207_1660 andAMES stereo-pipelineG18_025174_1656_XN_14S325W10ESP_028629_1660 ESP_029051_1660D05_029051_1659_XN_14S325W7'ESP_029908_1660 ESP_029974_1660 andAMES stereo-pipelineD05_029051_1659_XN_14S325W22ESP_028629_1660 ESP_029051_1660D07_029908_1662_XN_13S325WFig. 2Histogram of the diameters and depths of the test dataset. Both distributions are logarithmic. Our test sample presents depth and diameter distribution similar to observed crater populations.Fig. 2

Crater depth can be either defined as the difference between the local surface and the bottom of the crater elevations or as the difference between the rim and the crater bottom elevations (\[[@bib0165]\] and references therein). We exclude the first method as the local surface is never homogenous in impacted surfaces, which may lead to large error in the measurements. We focus here on rim to floor depth. To perform such a measurement, a precise map of the rim is required, excluding local anomalies caused, for example, by other subsequent craters on the rim.

We manually mapped the floor and the rim of the crater on HiRISE images. The lowest point of the crater floor has been mapped as a polygon using HiRISE DEMs and images. The rim has been mapped as a polyline using HiRISE image excluding the parts of the rim degraded by other craters. We applied a 1 m buffer around the rim polyline ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). Floor and rim elevation were then extracted as the median elevations of respectively the floor polygon and the rim buffer, using the raster statistic tool of QGIS.Fig. 3Crater rim (red) and floor (blue) mapping on HiRISE stereo-image (A) and elevation map from HiRISE DEM (B). Crater represented is the same than in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3

These depth measurements at HiRISE scale are used to calibrate the parameters of the algorithm used to measure the depth on CTX data. We do not consider HiRISE measurements as foolproof, but we estimated that their error is negligible compared to CTX measurements. The next section describes how we used this test dataset to find the best floor and the rim elevation estimations.

Parameter tests {#sec0035}
---------------

For a crater *i,* we note ***d****~a,i~*, the depth measured by our algorithm on CTX dataset and ***d****~m,i~*, the precise data measured on HiRISE (we consider the error on this measurement to be negligible). We note ***r****~i~* = ***d****~a,i~* -- ***d****~m,i~* the residual error and ***R*** the set of the *182* residual errors.

We computed the sum of the absolute values of residual error $\text{χ} = {\sum\limits_{i}\left| \mathbf{r}_{i} \right|}$ to test the different percentile values. The lowest sum of residual error will determine the best percentile to use. We computed $\text{χ}$ using different estimations of floor elevation and rim elevation. [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} represents the result of this computation for various combination of tested rim and floor elevations.Fig. 4Sum of residual errors represented relative to the different parameters used to estimate floor elevation and rim elevation. Z~i~ refers to i^th^ percentile of elevations within the crater and Edge~i~ refers to the i^th^ percentile of elevations on the crater edge. Residual errors are both written and represented as a color. The lowest residual error corresponds to the 60^th^ percentile of elevation values of pixel touching the crater edge minus the third percentile of elevation within the crater. For clarity reasons, only the parameters around the best estimation are represented.Fig. 4

As shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, the floor elevation estimated as the 3^rd^ percentile of elevation value within the crater, and the rim elevation as the 60^th^ percentile of elevation values on the circle edge are the measurements minimizing the error. We set these parameters of our python code, but they can be easily tuned. [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} shows that simply taking the median of elevation around the crater and the minimum elevation within the crater results in large residual error. Especially, crater floor elevation should not be approximated by the minimal elevation within the crater. Using a low percentile value provide better results for a slightly higher computation time. The minimum elevation is probably too sensitive to DEM artifacts and local elevation anomalies like smaller craters on the floor. [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} shows a histogram of the residual error. This histogram can be described by a Laplacian law with a standard deviation of 5 m. This standard deviation seems independent from diameter or depth.Fig. 5Histogram of the residual error between depth computed by our program and precise HiRISE depth measurements. Red curve is the best fit with a Laplacian distribution, with a standard deviation of 5 m.Fig. 5

Discussion {#sec0040}
==========

Sources of error {#sec0045}
----------------

We have estimated the error of our measurements to be about 5 m. This error can originate from the CTX DEM resolution. Indeed, automatically computed DEM may contain artifacts or holes, especially in area where it is difficult to correlate the stereo pairs. For instance, craters filled with sand have very smooth floors. On such smooth surfaces, correlation is challenging resulting in noisy or incomplete DEM. In such cases, the estimation of the bottom elevation of the crater may be challenging.

On the other hand, errors can also come from the approximations we made in our pipeline. For example, estimating the rim by a circle may be an issue in case of dissymmetric craters, such as the one resulting from low angle impacts, like in the case of secondary craters fields \[[@bib0180]\]. Along with this problem, we can cite the differences in diameter found by various mappers \[[@bib0235]\]. This error is estimated around 10% of the diameter of the crater. However, we expect our method to be stable regarding those variations, as the disk representing the crater has a high probability to contain both the bottom of the crater and a part of the rim. Only highly degraded craters may be a source of error as their rim can be unequally degraded.

Finally, overlapping craters can produce errors, either by increasing depth if they are within the measured crater, or by decreasing depth when located on the rim of the measured crater.

Interpretation of measured depths {#sec0050}
---------------------------------

This method allows the extraction of an extended crater morphometry dataset. However, the error on the measure is quite important for shallow craters. Considering a maximum depth over diameter ratio of 0.2 (\[[@bib0165]\] and therein), most craters less than 100 m of diameter are expected to have a depth less than 5 m. We recommend not to use this pipeline to measure depth for crater smaller than 100 m on CTX image. We also recommend not to use depth measured with this algorithm to interpret single crater depth as the error from a single crater depth measure may be large while on a wider data-set, the results can be statistically significant.

This algorithm is, indeed, designed to compute depth statistics for a large number of craters, typically a crater set of several hundred craters like the ones used for crater-based chronology. Depth measurements would actually add a new dimension to crater statistics. By analogy to crater size-frequency distributions, we propose the use of crater diameter vs depth frequency distributions. Those two-dimension distributions, can be used to determine, along with the age of the surface, the resurfacing history.

Conclusion {#sec0055}
==========

We present an algorithm that returns crater depth values from a crater map shapefile and an aligned DEM. We designed this algorithm to better interpret CTX digital terrain models (DEM). From a manually mapped crater shapefile and an aligned DEM we compute the depth as the difference between the 3^rd^ percentile of elevation value within the crater and the 60^th^ percentile of elevation values on the circle edge.

The calibration from HiRISE help us to constrain the error of the depth value extracted by our algorithm on CTX stereo-images. The error follows a Laplacian law with a standard deviation of about 5 m. We therefore, recommend using this pipeline to measure crater depth for crater larger than 100 m on CTX images.

HiRISE calibration shows that minimum elevation value within a crater must be avoided to estimate crater floor elevation, probably linked with local elevation anomalies or DEM errors.

We provide a python code that reproduce our pipeline. With this program and the MarsSI application, it becomes easy to compute large dataset of crater depth. This method may be extended to other datasets, as long as a crater shapefile is associated with a DEM. In this case, supplementary work should be done to assess errors on the measurements.

With about 17% of global coverage by CTX DEM, the algorithm offers large perspective to widely analyze the depth distribution of Martian craters down to 100 m. Such large depth dataset should help to better understand to interaction between surfaces processes and cratering mechanisms based on their shape distribution.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#sec0065}
==============================

The following is Supplementary data to this article:
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